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Abstract 

Cloud computing is an advantageous technology, which allows any enterprises to shift 

their data towards Cloud Service Provider (CSP) end. This shift poses an essential 

necessity for data being available all the time with a considerable level of security. 

Availability is an important concern for any subscribers as their sensitive data are prone 

to attack threats. Resource and data availability are most important security measure. So, 

blocking the attack traffic towards Data Center (DC) improves availability, but passive 

outwitting leads to high false positive and negative rate. This affects the legitimate 

requestors being outwitted. So, the proposed chaotic theory based defense mechanism 

considers the stability state of traffic and detects the anomaly traffic condition. The 

anomaly traffic condition is just the passive way of diminishing the effect of overload, but 

classifying them appropriately and allowing the non-attack case of overload improves the 

availability and utilization and reduces the false case rates. Considering several cases of 

overload threats and allowing the legitimate overload case improves efficiency. The 

simulation results proved that the mechanism proposed is deployable at an attack-prone 

DC for resource protection, which would eventually benefit the DC economically as well. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a web technology, which serves required resources on-demand. 

Since the service requests are initiated and communicated via network layer sometimes 

through public network, they are vulnerable to getting lost or trashed by attackers. This 

creates the discrepancy in a service level agreement. Since the network traffic overload 

turns unpredictable, even though predicting the peak and off-peak traffic continued, but 

the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) still remains non-deterministic. This is because 

of the reason some group of hundreds of attackers distributed globally and launches the 

attack to subvert the DC. So, detecting such attack prone threats leads to resource 

protection and provisioning the protected resource to the requestors in need. 

In a cloud computing environment, the data availability is maintained by deploying 

mirror servers which acts as a fault tolerant mechanism. But we proposed a protocol with 

an intention to protect DC against attackers and to maintain confidentiality with 

considerable data protection that resides in DC. Firstly, In order to improve data 

availability, the DCs should be protected against any anonymous attackers’ entry. So, the 

incoming requesters are to be authenticated. In order to uniquely identify and validate 

users, we use lightweight encryption technique. 

Cloud Flare experienced the largest DDoS attack flooding in February 2014, which is a 

record-breaking from 300 up to 400 Gbps attack. This attack is launched by anti-

spammers Spamhaus, which was the largest DDoS attack up to date (2014) [1]. Some 

other notorious DDoS attack experiences are: Mafiaboy who succeeded in bringing down 
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the world’s most popular websites, namely Yahoo, CNN, ebay, Dell and Amazon in 

February, 2000. Similar attacks were made towards the South Korean’s largest 

newspaper, bank and United States forces created as a botnet over hundred thousands of 

computers in July, 2009 [2]. Still, several serious DDoS events lead to long outages to be 

identified and prevented. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes surviving techniques. 

Section 3 presents an overview of the proposed architecture and mechanism. Section 4 

explains the working mechanism. Section 5 discusses the performance of the proposed 

mechanism. Section 6 deal with the advantages of the proposed approach and Section 7 

provides the conclusions with an outline for our future work. 

   

2. Surviving Techniques 

Sporas, which is a “reputation” based methodology, has the reputation value of any 

user from 0 up to 3000 [3]. Obviously, the new user will have the minimal reputation 

value of 0. The current user’s reputation will always be higher than the new users. Any 

two users should have only one rating value range from 0 up to 3000. In case the two 

users have several interactions, then only the recent value is considered. The evaluation is 

based on the more recent computed reputation value, because the more recent computed 

values results are current or much closer to the current behavior. The reputation value 

increases over the period upon good behavior and does not influence the initial low score.  

Eschenauer proposed a framework for the evidence based trust management [4]. This 

considers the trust as a set of relationships between any two parties with the support of 

evidence. One way to generate evidence is through public-key cryptography. One of the 

entities in the network can create evidence for itself and for others. In order to create the 

evidence, the creator entity creates a piece of entity and signs it with the private key. It 

mentions its validity period and shares it to others with a public key for identification. The 

drawback here is that an entity could also revoke the shared evidence. Since the revoking 

option could allow any anonymous partner to create evidence and to revoke it, this would 

create chaos in the network. 

Multilevel trust filtration [5] mechanism consists of four modular detection algorithms. 

Firstly, Link pre-fetch which attempts to identify the location of the incoming requestor. 

Secondly, the Requestor scrutinizes which verifies the network-specific data to 

authenticate the incoming requestor. Thirdly, Traffic data log which logs the request rate 

and request type and distinguishes the attack category, and eventual access after the right 

approval, decides the differential treatment for any different type of overload conditions 

and incoming traffic. 

Unlike conventional DDoS detection and protection mechanisms, the Trilateral Trust 

mechanism [6] is a scheme which is extended in direction of detection with three sidelong 

functionalities. They are the preliminary traffic signaller, Authentic Trust launcher, 

historical trust Analyzer that scrutinizes several cases of requestors and continuously 

monitors their behavior and updates the trusteeship of the requestor towards the CSP. 

A stochastic hill climbing approach [7] which is centralized load balancing mechanism 

and it is an incomplete approach for solving optimization problems. Genetic Algorithm 

[8] based load balancing proposes the three step operation, namely population generation, 

cross over to select the best fit resource configuration and mutation for choosing the 

probable best resource configuration. For insider threat detection, log management [9] has 

been proposed which uses log analysis with event correlation. Certain rule with a 

timestamp is continuously monitored using log watcher for better detection. 

Network flow based entropy approach [10] analyzes requests per flow and improves 

detection accuracy by three steps. They are flow aggregation analysis based on traffic 

flow, fast entropy computation, and threshold refreshes for maintaining and improving the 

accuracy rate of detection. Application layer DDoS poses critical threats to web server 
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[11]. For such detection, the traffic has to be classified in order to avoid considering the 

flashcrowd as DDoS. This has been deployed with real-time frequency vector. Fuzzy 

logic based DDoS defense mechanism [12] considers the network packet parameters 

which attempts to detect the DDoS attack scenario, but there is a limitation or pitfall when 

the rate of traffic is huge as they process each traffic requests’ packet parameters. DDoS 

Defense for web services in cloud discussion reveals the threat of XML attacks at the 

application layer [13]. Here the feature extraction and attack request model construction 

typically detects malicious requests. 

DDoS defense mechanism [14] which uses a hop count filter, anomaly detectors, 

normal profile creation and attacker profile creation and comparing the incoming traffic to 

reduce false positive and false negative in order to improve the efficiency attacker 

detection schemes using Kullback-Liebler Divergence. 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) which enhances the system by distributing the IDS 

nodes across the network. Host IDS collects audit data from the operating system. 

Network IDS collect data from network packets. When any malicious intrusion is 

detected, the system generates reports and alerts. Fault tolerant workflow scheduling that 

makes use failure probability information. By combining the heuristic information of 

tasks and replicating the tasks helps to meet task deadline and save resources. 

Sergio Nesmachnow; Santiago Iturriaga [15] proposed the solution for the scheduling 

the independent tasks in heterogeneous computing.  Yona Raekow et al [16] proposed a 

license management scheme in a distributed environment which authenticates the users to 

access the remote servers. This proposed solution is compatible to all existing client-

server architecture. 

All the current surviving techniques either detect DDoS attack or create a secured 

architecture to protect the DC resource with a certain time lag. The proposed overload 

detection mechanism detects various kinds of attacks and authenticates them at different 

levels, and eventually makes the cloud environment free from attackers. 

 

3. Overview of the Proposed Mechanism  

 
3.1. Overview of Proposed Mechanism 

DDoS and legitimate group follow a similar request pattern, but they differ in their 

traffic pattern. Because the intention of legitimates and DDoS are extremely different 

(i.e., Legitimates attempt to access DC resources, whereas DDoS group attempts to access 

illegal access or produce the blocking condition for legitimates which results in temporary 

outage or permanent shutdown of DC depending of the intensity of overload). It is 

common that the incoming traffic will be combination of legitimate and overload threats. 

But DDoS is not the only threat that affects DC Performance; there are other kinds of 

overload threats that attempts overload condition which has been discussed in detail in 

section 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of Proposed Mechanism 
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The proposed detection mechanism has three modules, namely Network traffic 

Analysis, Anomaly Detection and overload classification to validate the requestors’ 

characteristics.  The requestors’ request traffic always bypasses Network Traffic Analysis 

phase where the state of stability is determined. The traffic stability state is derived based 

on the heuristics. The analyzed traffic is allowed to anomaly detection module which 

considers Lyapunov’s stability theorem for the proposed dynamic traffic system, implies 

to concern the point at which the state of stability of solutions which is near to 

equilibrium. Based on the stability state and the probability measure of the uncertain 

traffic condition, the overload condition is predicted as normal or abnormal. Then the 

cause of overload is precisely predicted and the attack cases are filtered, non-attack cases 

are allowed to access DC resources. 

 

3.2. Attack and Non-attack Cases 

 

3.2.1. Attack Cases: Attack cases are the overload threats. 

1. Botnet: Botnets are machines usually range from tens to thousands which 

continuously flood requests towards the target to subvert the victim target. The 

impact depends on the flooding rate and the number of machines joins the flooding 

rate. 

2. DDoS: DDoS attacks are initiated and continued by some hundreds of attackers 

grouped and distributed globally who start populating the unwanted traffic packets 

with enormous size in order to acquire the memory, network resources and 

completely deplete them. 

3. Spoofers: This is a kind of threat which is impersonation of legitimate requestor who 

attempts to join the traffic and attempt to acquire illegitimate access. 

4. Aggressive Legitimates: This kind of threat is an internal or registered requestor 

attempting to overload, DC which often unnoticed, but contaminates CSP network 

resources if undetected pollutes memory and other resources of CSP. 

 

3.2.2. Non-attack cases: Non-attack cases are either overload threat which does not affect 

DC or non-overload case. 

1. Flashcrowd: Flash crowd is an overload condition caused by simultaneous incoming 

of the large number of legitimates but operated over a short period of time. 

2. Legitimates: This group of requestors are innocent in traffic characteristic with the 

only intention to access DC resources get served by DC.  

Incoming Traffic is fed through Anomaly detection module, irrespective of traffic 

behavior, because the periodical traffic behavior monitoring of each requestor acquires 

some information to predict the characteristic of each requestor which can be found in 

detail in section 4.2. 

 

4. Working Mechanism of the Proposed Mechanism   

The three phases of the proposed mechanism, namely network traffic analysis, 

anomaly detection and overload classification are discussed in detail below. 

 

4.1. Network Traffic Analysis 

The proposed mechanism considers Lyapunov’s stability theorem because the 

incoming traffic keeps varying at various time period which remains uncertain as 

the incoming traffic vary in the rate at varied time period. In order to take the stable 

output into consideration for comparing the incoming traffic to inform accurate 

traffic deviation. By considering Lyapunov’s stability theorem for the proposed 
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dynamic system, implies to concern the point at which the state of stability of 

solutions which is near to equilibrium [18]. 

 

Algorithm 1: Network Traffic Analysis 

Input: Incoming Request Traffic 

Output:  Network Traffic Condition 

1. Identify different states of traffic. 

2. Obtain distinctive characteristic 

3. Analyze the combinational traffic 

4. Analyze the chaotic deviation 

5. Apply and prevail preliminary traffic condition  

 

Incoming traffic is sampled from the overall incoming traffic. The state of normal 

traffic is considered SA. The state of abnormal traffic is considered SB. 

)S(f1S AA                                 (1) 

)S(f1S BB           (2) 

)S(f is a nonlinear function which maps the state of incoming traffic. 

From (1) and (2), the sequence of states can be generated as follows: 

 

AN,2A1A0A S...,S,.S,S          (3) 

BN,2B1B0B S...,S,S,S        (4) 

Equation (3), (4) represents the state of normal traffic behavior and abnormal traffic 

behavior.  

ANAN2A2A1A1A0A0A SS...,,SS,SS,SS      (5) 

BNBN2B2B1B1B0B0B SS...,,SS,SS,SS       (6) 

 

Equation (5) represents the change in state of normal traffic behavior or surge normal 

traffic. Equation (6) represents a change in state of abnormal traffic behavior or surge 

abnormal traffic. 

Considering legitimate or normal traffic 0AS  and the overload or abnormal traffic 

0A0B SS   is represented. Also, we presumed and resulted that at any period of time surge 

in non-attack case or normal or legitimate traffic settles back to normal with time 

)t,S(S 0AA  which can be found in equation (5). 

Chaotic deviation in normal traffic )t,S(S 0AA results in abnormal traffic =  )t,S(S 0BB  

(7) 

If normal traffic deviates at the time of ingress traffic and behaves chaotic, then it 

results in abnormal traffic behavior which is shown in equation (7). 

Now the analyzed traffic is fed to the next level (i.e., Anomaly detection Phase) where 

the analyzed traffic is probed accurately to detect the traffic deviation. 

 

4.2. Anomaly Detection 

The key notion of differentiating the legitimate and overload threats is the traffic 

pattern. But considering only the traffic pattern does not scale down unnecessary traffic. 

Cutting down the complete overload threats needs some other factors to be considered for 

maintaining better resource protection. 

 

Algorithm 2 : Anomaly Detection 

Input: Analyzed Network Traffic 

Output: Probed Network Traffic 

1. Collect network traffic under no attack case 
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2. Compute training phase with network analysis 

3. For any new incoming traffic compute as observing phase 

4. Calculate Lyapunov’s equation to predict the traffic state 

5. Interchange observing phase as training phase 

6. Detect abnormal traffic (attack case traffic) 

 

By using Lyapunov’s Exponent, the divergence between the state of stability (i.e., 

attack and normal traffic) can be described as Tmax. 

 

0A

,0A
xmax

S

)tS(S
ln

t

1
limT


                  

 (8) 

 

If Tmax < 1, then the deviation is caused by the non-attack traffic case entering into the 

system. Now the traffic is considered stable and non-chaotic. At this level, the network 

traffic is the cause of the legitimate clients The divergence caused may be because of non-

attack case likely flashcrowd when deviates steep or legitimates when deviates gradually. 

Tmax = 1,  then there is no deviation and the steady state is maintained. Now the 

incoming traffic is following the similar traffic pattern at present. This could be normal or 

abnormal traffic, which depends on the previous or training phase Tmax. 

Tmax > 1, then the deviation is caused by the attack traffic case entering into the system. 

Now the network traffic is chaotic and unstable. This informs that  )t,S(S 0AA  deviates to 

)t,S(S 0BB . This deviation can be a gradual deviation and also may be a surge deviation. 

Depending the on the deviation, the non-attack case is classified in later modules. 

 

4.3. Overload Classification 

Not only detecting the overload threats is highly essential, but also classifying them 

appropriately and deciding whether to redirecting them or dropping them is also an 

essential factor, because the overload threats are only caused by attack cases but also by 

non-attack cases. 

 

Algorithm 3: Overload Classification 

Input: Identified Overload Threat 

Output: Classified Request Traffic 

1. Collect pre-processed network traffic  

2. Compute staged traffic analysis 

3. Differentiate attack and non-attack cases 

4. Consider non-attack case 

5. Block abnormal overload traffic (attack case traffic) 

 

 

Figure 2. Overload Classification 
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5. Performance Evaluation 

 
5.1. Experimentation 

Jeyanthi and Iyengar [14] used OPNET as simulator to test the cloud computing 

environment. Jeyanthi et al. [19-20] experimented DDoS in cloud computing. We tested 

our proposed mechanism as a simulation experiment in OPNET Modeler. The 

experiments are performed in a campus network where DC requesters are grouped in 

fifteen subnets, and each subnet has got 100 workstations, 500 attackers and 1000 

legitimate clients requesting for application-specific requests at each subnet. This way we 

created the attacker and legitimate profile and other devices, which would be needed to 

test our algorithm as an experiment. The traffic represents internet and the group of 

attackers is activated at varying time intervals. The attack profile is replicated to increase 

the attack strength to engage the DC resources like bandwidth, CPU and memory. The 

experiment is carried out with three different scenarios, namely the network with no 

attackers, networks with attackers and no detection mechanism in place, and finally the 

network with attackers. 

 

5.2. Simulation Results 

 

5.2.1. Network Traffic Condition:  Network traffic condition is the rate at which the 

incoming traffic approach DC that includes the commingling attack case and non-attack 

case overload traffic rate. Figure 3 shows the overall traffic condition with and without 

the proposed mechanism. 

 

                   

Figure 3. Network Traffic Condition 

Table 1. Network Traffic Condition 

Parameters Minimum Average Maximum 

Traffic at DC with Chaotic 

theory 

0 0.746 30 

Traffic at DC without Chaotic 

theory 

0 1.496 27 

  

Network Traffic approaching DC =    

n

0i

m

0j
ij )T(                                           (9) 
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where, n = number of requestors; m = overall of traffic produced by each requestors. 

Initially, both scenarios in figure 4 behave similarly (i.e., at 2
nd

 to 3
rd

 minute), the 

traffic increases steeply. But when time moves on, the proposed mechanism shows the 

tiny oscillations which are due to outwitting attackers and joining again after session 

timeout which can be observed. Whereas the traffic rate without proposed mechanism 

shows the greater divergence of traffic, which is because of the random attacker activation 

and remained constant after some period of time and not dropping further. Also the traffic 

reaching DC can be reduced 50% can also be observed in figure 3.   

 

 

Figure 4. Chaotic Measurement 

5.2.2. Chaotic Measurement: Chaotic measurement is a measure of traffic stability from 

the heuristic data. Figure 4 shows the traffic behavior profiling with the proposed 

mechanism. 

Table 2. Chaotic Measurement 

Parameters (with Chaotic 

Theory) 

Minimum Average Maximu

m 

Training Traffic Profile  0.14 0.531 .601 

Observed Traffic Profile 0.14 0.832 0.888 

 

The chaotic or state of confused traffic is measured based on profiling the incoming 

requestors’ traffic rates. 

 

5.2.3. False Case Rate:  False case rate is a measure of traffic deviation analysis from the 

regular traffic probing Figure 5 shows the overall false case rates (false positive and false 

negative) scenario for the proposed mechanism. 

Table 3. False Case Rate 

Parameters (with Chaotic 

Theory) 

Minimum Average Maximu

m 

False Case Rate  0.02454 0.011791 0.01265 

 

False case rate = 
TL

AT

TA

LT
                                                                                 

(10) 
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Where LT = legtimate traffic requests; TA = Total number of attack requests; AT = 

Attack requests; TL = Total number of legitimate requests. 

 

 

Figure 5. False Case Rate 

False case rate analyses the strength of the proposed mechanism, here the false case 

rate is the combined rate of false positives and false negatives. The probable measure of 

the false case rate shows that on an average the detection is 89% (approx) accurate, as 

11% of them found false case rates can be seen in figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 6. DC Processing Performance 

Table 4. DC Processing Performance 

Parameters Minimum Average Maximu

m 

DC performance with Chaotic 

theory 

0 9.976622 39 

DC performance without Chaotic 

theory 

0 126.2108 568 

 

5.2.4. DC Processing Performance: DC processing Performance is a measure of time to 

process the received request. This excludes the load balancing activity and request 
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queueing. Figure 6 shows the DC performance scenarios with and without the proposed 

mechanism. 

Figure 6 shows that our proposed mechanism has better performance in processing the 

incoming requests because the incoming traffic is not processed directly instead they are 

probed and classified based on the traffic behavior. As the incoming traffic would be very 

less after the classification, the performance seems better which in turn improves response 

time and reduces the queueing delay.  

 

 

Figure 7. Goodput 

5.2.5. GoodPut: Goodput is the application level throughput, which includes only the 

number of non attack case overloads served by ignoring the attack case overload threats. 

Figure 7 shows the goodput with (Non-attack traffic served) and without (combinational, 

i.e., attack and non-attack traffic served) the proposed mechanism. 

Table 5. Goodput 

Parameters Minimum Average Maximu

m 

Goodput with Chaotic theory  14 5.28 88 

Goodput without Chaotic 

theory 

14 8.12131 59 

 

Goodput =   RART                                                 (11) 

Where RT = overall request traffic; RA = overall attack-case traffic. 

Figure 7 shows the number of requestors served without the proposed mechanism (i.e., 

legtimates, flashcrowd, Aggressors, spoofers) and the number of requestors served with 

the proposed mechanism (legitmates and flashcrowd). Upon detecting the overload threats 

they are classified appropriately and only the non-attack case traffic is allowed to access 

DC. Whereas without our proposed mechanism several attack cases are not considered 

and treated as legitimates (i.e, spoofers, Aggressors) which leads to improved goodput 

which is actually not. 

 

5.2.5. Traffic Pattern Recognition: Traffic pattern recognition is the part of Network 

analysis and anomaly detection module for monitoring the incoming traffic behavioral 

analysis of the overall traffic approaching DC. Figure 8 shows the traffic patterns with 

attack and non-attack cases. 
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Figure 8. Traffic Pattern Recognition 

Table 6. Traffic Pattern Recognition 

Parameters (with Chaotic Theory) Minimum Average Maximum 

Traffic Pattern (Attack Case)  0 3.671 6.9 

Traffic Pattern (Non - Attack Case) 0 1.635 2.1 

 

The traffic pattern is the characteristic which can be analyzed to predict the overload 

condition. So, the proposed mechanism treats the incoming traffic as attack case and non-

attack case. So, the non-attack case (legitimates, flashcrowd) behaves different in their 

traffic pattern. While attack cases (Bots, spoofers, aggressors, DDoS) behaves different in 

their traffic pattern. The reason of sharp oscillation is because of the detection of 

misbehaved requestors. The exponential traffic growth is controlled, but the outwitted 

requestors join the network after their session expiry. While irksome oscillation is change 

in legitimate traffic arrival rate at varied interval of time can be seen in figure 8. 

 

5.2.6. Request Queue based Bandwidth Accommodation: Request Queue is a measure 

of recognizing traffic overload condition. Figure 9 shows the number of legitimate 

requests queuing scenarios with and without the proposed mechanism.    

 

 

Figure 9. Request Queued at DC 
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Table 7. Request Queued at DC 

Parameters Minimum Average Maximu

m 

Request Queued with Chaotic 

theory 

 0 5.07 20 

Request Queued without Chaotic 

theory 

0 9.97 39 

 
From figure 9, the requests queued for processing grows exponentially because of the 

combined traffic sources. If they are classified before they reach DC (i.e., overload 

classification phase) the request queueing can be controlled or eliminated trivially with 

high-end DCs. The request queueing Is the cause of poor response time and delayed 

processing. Request queueing has been brought under control can be seen in figure 9. The 

oscillations are the cause of change in traffic behavior and outwitting the misbehaved 

clients. 

 

6. Advantages of Proposed Mechanism 

Efficient Analytic scheme: The proposed mechanism proves better by considering 

several cases of overload instead of classic rate limitation. Moreover the network traffic 

analysis phase provides some traffic information which acts as an early alarm system for 

optimized DC operation. 

Predicting uncertain overload: The chaotic scheme preliminarily considers the different 

states of stability and consistently informs the change in state of traffic stability which 

helps in predicting the uncertain traffic overload cases. 

Structured levels of detection: The continuous traffic monitoring, processing and 

classifying is the protocol for any incoming requestor. So, even with the normal traffic 

condition, the incoming traffic continuously monitored and departmentalized for 

classifying them. This moduled or structured mechanism reduces the overload threats 

reaching DC. 

Highly sensitive detection: The proposed traffic behavioral analysis improves accuracy 

and also identifies the overload threats which lead to lower false positives and false 

negatives. Conversely the low rate attack would fail with the predefined threshold 

predictive schemes. 

Table 8. QoS Parameters Observations 

QoS Parameters Non attack cases Attack cases 

Bandwidth utilization 450 kb/sec (on average) 5.4 Mb/sec (on average) 

DC memory overhead No Exponential increased 

Jitter Not Found Drastically Found 

Packet loss 0% 56% (approx)  

Packet Delivery 

Fraction 

98% legitimates 47% legitimates 

 

Table 8 shows a complete examination of the network QoS Parameters considered 

while conducting the experiment with the Lyapunov chaotic theory along with enhanced 

anomaly detection and classification which led the cloud resource to reserve from the 

attackers and to provision them on demand. 
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6.1. Profit Analysis 

Profit Analysis is the cost incurred in processing and provisioning service to the 

intended requestors which includes the network resources, memory resources, storage 

resources. Computed cost is the cost calculated based on the resources used at CSP end. 

 

Let N = time in hours; CIBW  = Bandwidth cost; CIMEM = RAM cost of each physical 

equipment; CIVM = VM cost of each physical equipment and CIDS = Data stored within a 

DC. 

Total cost incurred at  


N

1i
DSVMMEMBW }CICICICI{DC                                       (12) 

 

Figure 10. Profit Analysis 

The costs used are $ 0.1/Gb for any data transmission at the DC and $ 0.05/second for 

any memory resident operations at the DC. Figure 10 shows the overload and non-

overload scenarios with and without proposed mechanism. The proposed mechanism has 

shown the cost efficiency, which in turn shows the better resource protection and also 

results subscribers’ sensitive data protection against the overload cases considered. 

Resource protection results in improved availability for the intended subscribers. 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper considers the different types of overload and classifies them as attack cases 

and non-attack cases which not only distinguishes DDoS and legitimates but also 

considers several other cases which when filtered improves the network performance and 

improves the DC resource reservation for better utility. Various simulation scenarios 

proves the proposed chaotic based moduled defense mechanism improves CSP 

performance and efficiency. 

Our future work is to enhance the proposed mechanism to improve detection efficacy 

and to apply still better analytic scheme to detect the low-rate DDoS attack to improve the 

QoS observation. 
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